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Sleeptite® and don’t let the bedbugs bite. 

 

A large amount has been written about bed bugs, most factual but there are a lot of myths 
circulating also.  

Sleeptite® have been supplying metal bunk beds for over 25 years with reported incidents of bedbug 
infestations very rare amongst our clients. In the early days about 40% of our business was in 
replacement of wooden bunks because of bed bug infestations.  

In those days there was embarrassment and shame in having bedbugs in a hostel and we were 
usually sworn to secrecy. Today, customers realise bedbugs have no relationship to cleanliness in a 
hostel and are brought in by unsuspecting guests. This is impossible for hostels to police, so 
mitigation is the best defence.  

Bedbugs and humans have been bedfellows since the beginning of time. They saw a decline in 
population up to the early 80’s.  

The banning of certain insecticides including DDT, a high eradication rate of roaches who are known 
to pray on bed bugs and an explosion of world travel all account for the dramatic increase in bedbug 
numbers and infestations over the last 4 decades.  

There are few treatments or practices that are better than vigilance, common sense, and a well-
educated work force when it comes to dealing with bed bugs.  

Bed bugs are nocturnal, feeding on human blood and can last up to one year without feeding 
although most say 3 months.  

They are attracted to their host by heat and carbon dioxide from breathing. They do not like 
movement, so a sleeping host is ideal. 

It is generally accepted that they travel no more than 2.4m/8’ to feed.  

In hotels they are mostly found behind head boards and because the foot end of the bed has the 
sheets usually tucked in making access to the host difficult you have a much higher chance of finding 
them at the open / head end of your bed.  

They are reddish brown in appearance and are flat oval shaped like a flax seed or apple seed. A strong, 
unpleasant, musty odour like that of a wet towel or dirty locker room is a good indication of a bed bug infestation.  Rust-
coloured, reddish-brown blood stains and/or small brown ovals (moulted bed bug skin) on bedding and mattresses are 
also a good indicator and can be easily spotted by well-trained housekeeping staff. 
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What to do to avoid infestation.  

Installing the most appropriate equipment and bedbug proofing the dorms/bedrooms is vitally 
important.  

It is generally accepted that metal bunk beds -from any supplier not just from Sleeptite® greatly 
lowers the risk of infestation. That’s why our proven track record of only supplying metal bunks for 
over 25 years has earned us the reputation we enjoy.  

Bedbugs find the open spaces inside most metal tubes cold and uninviting. They like moist warm 
crevices where they can feel secure like wood joints and cracks and in mattress seams. 

Using seamless foam mattresses, where bugs have nowhere to hide, is considered best practice.  

Sleeptite® offer an anti-bedbug mattress ticking that has been infused with a bedbug repellent as 
well as their now more popular waterproof anti-microbial mattress cover. Other mattress brands 
claim to offer bedbug resistant, waterproof and antimicrobial mattresses but it is unclear if they 
meet the same high standards. 

Box sprung mattresses can be used but should be encased in a seamless zip on mattress cover 
designed as a barrier against bed bugs.  

Never install second-hand mattresses or bring them from a neighbouring hostel. 
Silicone seal all floor joints and seal base boards where they meet floor and walls 
Silicone Seal around plug sockets if possible. 
Avoid using carpeting as a floor covering, laminate flooring or expensive acrylic flooring are 
recommended. Layout the room so there are few places for clutter to accumulate.  

Avoid window curtains coming in contact with beds where possible.  

Guests should not be allowed bring sleeping bags into the dorms or bedrooms. This practice has 
reduced considerably over the last decade it must be said.  

Avoid building partitions with cavities between bunks, or adding privacy using wood or wood 
derivatives. Most particle boards can swell with an ingress of moisture over time creating ideal bed 
bug conditions.  
If you do want to go down that route best practice would be to use High Pressure Laminate (HPL) 
panelling, or a moisture resistant particleboard laminated with HPL.  

Curtains are growing in popularity and these are a weakness in the fight against bed bugs. Train 
housekeeping to check curtains regularly. A steam cleaner along the seams and the head liner as 
part of routine housekeeping will usually keep bugs at bay. Sleeptite® offer a range of FR polyester 
curtains that can be washed at 70°c. This will kill bed bugs and their eggs.  
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In our experience and from feedback from our clients, good staff training and vigilance are a huge 
factor in avoiding infestations.  

Checking bed linen, mattresses and curtains for bugs or their faeces and discarded outer shells is 
essential. Experienced well trained housekeeping staff will spot evidence on linen as they go through 
their normal daily routine. It should become second nature and should not be a cause of delay. If 
you find evidence, you can be sure of 2 things. 

1) the bed bug is unlikely to be alone  
2) they are not far away 
 

If a guest complains of being bitten it could be a flea, mosquito or indeed a bed bug. The bites all 
look very similar. Best to be safe rather than sorry, and thoroughly check the room. Isolate the 
guests clothing and belongings in plastic bags and remove all linen into plastic bags also. You must 
ensure that the bugs are contained in that room so everything being removed should be in plastic 
bags. Contents should be thoroughly checked, and guests clothing should be heated to at least 50°c 
for 15 mins. (be careful not to damage fragile articles)  

After thorough inspection and vacuuming into a disposable bag, if nothing is found and you can 
afford to leave the bed or dorm vacant, place a hot water bottle wrapped in a white hand towel in 
the bed - ideally over night as bed bugs are nocturnal. 

 

 

Carefully unwrap the towel (while the bottle is still warm). If it is a flea, chances are it is still there 
but be careful as it will likely take off. If it is a bed bug it might still be there also. If you find nothing 
revert to high vigilance in that bed and room.  

What to do if you have an infestation.  

It is possible that you are lucky, and you have found the bed bug or evidence of him shortly after it 
arrived.  

In other words, before an infestation has had time to take hold.  

It is still prudent to assume you have an infestation but maybe treat it as not so serious and without 
resorting to radical steps.  

The FDA in the US have approved over 300 pesticides for the treatment of bed bugs. These critters 
have built up an immunity to a lot of these pesticides, and I also consider some treatments to be ill 
advised.  

Further information available: https://www.epa.gov/bedbugs/pesticides-control-bed-bugs  
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There are few options open to you 

1)  Call in a professional “bug eradicator” - but be sure they have a successful track record in 
eradicating bed bugs- they should offer you a combination of heat and chemical treatment  

2)  Take a DIY approach. 
If you go down this route one of the better “go to” treatments is DIATOMACEOUS EARTH. 
Dust it anywhere you suspect the bugs to be - it is no harm to keep a packet in your stores  for 
emergency. Most DIY and Agri stores sock it and is available on Amazon and eBay  

PEST GRADE DIATOMACEOUS EARTH  

Diatomaceous Earth is a naturally occurring siliceous sedimentary mineral compound, made 
from microscopic, fossilised remains of algae-like plants called Diatoms.  

Diatoms occur in nearly all environments that contains water. Oceans, seas, lakes, and 
streams, but also soil. Most commercial DE comes from the Western US or from NE China, 
but there are also smaller deposits throughout Europe and in South America and Africa. It is 
renewable in the sense that more diatoms are growing all the time in just about every body 
of water everywhere.  

Below is a list of what pest grade DE is used for 

Killing bed bugs 
– Controlling fleas on your dogs and cats 
– Controls mites on your chickens 
– Controls roaches, silverfish, and ants around the house and where pets sleep 
– Kills fly maggots and controls odours in manure 
– Pre-treat seed beds and seeds to keep them from being attacked by bugs 
– Kills caterpillars, borers, and bark hiding insects, and puts a protective coating on fruit by spraying 
on trees 
– Controls slugs and snails in the veggie garden 
NB: Remember that while it may kill slugs etc. it also kills other beneficial insects. 
Note: If children under 2 years are in the house while using Pest Grade DE we would recommend that 
you use Food Grade as a precaution – so it might be worth while using the food grade version instead 
– just to be on the safe side. 5 KG should cost you about €45-€50 Euro and as you can see it is 
reasonably Eco friendly.  

The only sure way to effectively kill bed bugs is by heat – you can freeze them but unless you are 
dealing with guests clothing, bringing a room to -20°C is not practical. Before you start, remove as 
much clutter such as wall hangings excess items as possible– (all bagged and brought outside for 
inspection) – if you leave in the room make sure they can survive 60°C.  
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You need to install an ELECTRIC (not gas) heater in the room to be treated. It must be powerful 
enough to bring the room to 60°C.  

Most recommend 48-50°C but to be 100% sure the whole room reaches that temperature I would go 
to 60°C. Lots of recommendations suggest holding that temperature for 20 – 40 minutes.  

In my opinion, not alone does the room need to reach this temperature but so do any voids, spaces 
behind base boards and in wall sockets etc. I would maintain that temperature overnight to ensure 
60°C has reached everywhere that bugs can be hiding.  

Be really careful that you have taken every precaution to avoid the risk of fire or electrical issues like 
overheating cables and tripping fuses. You will need a reasonably powerful heater to reach those 
temperatures so be informed before you embark on this DIY fix.  

Some say the guests clothes can be left in the room, that’s a judgement call, but if you leave the 
guests belongings in the room be 100% sure there is nothing in there that can be damaged by 
temperatures above 40°C (bugs have been found in laptops!). Make sure staff don’t bring the bugs 
with them from the infected room and check the soles of shoes and so on.  

 

In short: 

• Claims to have a “bed bug proof” anything need to be treated with suspicion.  
• Nearly all metal beds are far better than wooden beds – for extra piece of mind “spare” 

holes can be plugged with “grub screws” and Sleeptite® have been offering this for years – 
few actually install the grub screws, with no negative effects.  

• Use mattresses without seams, buttons and bows. 
• Call in well trusted professionals with a track record in the eradication of bed bugs.  
• Use diatomaceous earth on its own, or in combination with heat. 
• Use heat carefully and sensibly. 
• Call in proven experts to treat the infection but make sure they have a proven track record. 
• Above all train your staff to be vigilant  

 
The below links make recommended, interesting, and well-informed reading: 
https://thehostelhelper.com/bed-bugs-hostel/ https://backpackerbiz.com/bedbugs/  

If the infection is serious and wooden beds and or mattresses need to be binned and or other 
remedial works are necessary, be careful bringing material for disposal through the hostel. It sounds 
extreme but if possible, throw everything out the window! - you won’t be the first!!!  

 


